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SPORIFY Bulletin

Dear $[FNAME|Customer|Guest]$, 

It has been an exciting week in the world of IDMP as there has been an

unexpected step forward with SPOR SMS. As a lot of you are already aware the

European Medicines Agency have released an SMS export csv file on the

SPOR Website earlier this week and plan to have production data available by

the end of this month.

We have received many emails in the last 24 hours asking us when will SMS be

available in SPORIFY. As you will recall from our presented roadmap during our

user group meeting at the end of last month we were not expecting to have SMS

data until Q3 at the earliest. With this in mind we had no plan to include SMS

into SPORIFY right now, we are listening to you and we are reaching out to the

SPORIFY community to tell us what you need!

If SMS is a priority for you we propose to pause our current Q2 and Q3 release

and move them out to Q3 and Q4 respectively to allow us to insert a Q2 release

to include SMS in SPORIFY as soon as possible.

We know a lot of you are looking forward to our presented Q2 features but to

facilitate the inclusion of SMS we would need to pause this development and

redeploy our team to begin SMS development.

As we are a community, we will not make this decision alone but we are asking

you to help set the priority! If organisations/agencies can discuss the next 2

options together and vote once it would be greatly appreciated as we want this

poll to reflect our full community fairly.

Original Roadmap

Proposed Roadmap

Please, complete the survey below and let us know if you would like us to

deliver our planned roadmap or to expedite the inclusion of SMS. 

We will leave the survey open for 10 days and will report the results back to you

on Monday 25th April.

Survey

Looking forward to hearing your opinions and continuing to support our

SPORIFY community. 

The SPORIFY team.
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